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Print on Demand *****.Like the Moon and the Sun is a story of
culture, religion and politics in Indonesia through the eyes of a
former United States diplomat who had close connections to
Indonesia for nearly 30 years. Stanley Harsha first came to
Indonesia as a young diplomat in 1986, returning for multiple
diplomatic tours before retiring and writing this memoir.
Acculturated into a Javanese family through marriage, he
offers intimate perspectives on Indonesia s rich multicultural
society and customs. This is the first book on Indonesia written
by an American diplomat since a 1990 book by Ambassador
Marshall Green. The book will be of interest to anyone wanting
to better understand Indonesia and U.S.-Indonesian relations,
as well as issues of human rights, the war against terrorism
and religious tolerance. Appealing for Indonesians and
Americans to better understand each other, the book
compares the two societies. The title, Like the Moon and the
Sun, comes from an Indonesian proverb describing a perfect
match, representing the yin and yang of two contrasting
peoples and traditions enhancing each other. Based on firsthand experience,...
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Reviews
This ebook is definitely not e ortless to start on studying but extremely enjoyable to read through. It can be loaded
with knowledge and wisdom You will not feel monotony at whenever you want of your time (that's what catalogs are
for concerning should you request me).
-- Vincenz o Collins
Extensive guideline for book fanatics. Sure, it is engage in, nonetheless an amazing and interesting literature. I am
effortlessly can get a delight of studying a composed pdf.
-- Rhea Da r e
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